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Interest rates steepened last week, mainly in response to progress in the negotiations over raising the US

debt ceiling, combined with comments from central bankers, in favor of maintaining or even stepping-up

restrictive monetary policies. 10-year T-Note and Bund yields increased by 21bps and 15bps respectively,

closing the week at 3.68% and 2.43%. Short-term US rates steepened more sharply. The Fed is now not

expected to cut its rates until the very end of the year, by 25bps at both the November and December FOMC

meetings. In the eurozone, Italy outperformed, with the sovereign spread over Germany tightening by 7bps

during the week, narrowing back to 180bps.

It was a highly positive week among financial credit spreads, which tightened by 2bps in the senior
segment and by 12bps among tier-2 securities, and by 35bps in AT1s (-49bps AT1 €).
The primary market was active. As well as recording heavy volumes in the senior segment, the subordinated
debt market also opened-up once again. In this segment, Santander launched a tier-2 issue, with an order
book of >4 billion euros, and Royal London raised £350m through a sterling-denominated restricted tier-1
issue, with a coupon of 10.125%.
The Q1 2023 reporting season ended, with 98% of financial institutions publishing their results. Year-on-year,
revenues increased by 17% on average, with profits up 79% and CET1 ratios at 14.1%, +21bps quarter-on-
quarter. Cost of risk fell by 16bps vs Q4 2022, to 31bps. On the regulatory front, the ECB may be planning to
communicate stricter liquidity requirements to some banks. This move would be implemented as an
alternative to a general increase in liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) and net stable funding ratio (NSFR)
requirements. Banks with the weakest liquidity positions, or the worst outlook, would be subject to increased
scrutiny regarding their capacity to generate liquidity and their liquidity profile. According to Bloomberg, the
EBA is planning measures to stimulate investor interest for AT1s, notably by adding dividend-
stopper clauses, or cumulative coupons, on AT1s. This plan demonstrates that European regulators are
genuinely focusing on AT1s, even though any changes to the regulations will take several years to be
implemented.
Ratings continued improving, with S&P upgrading Barclays (holdco), from BBB to BBB+, and Barclays Bank
(opco) by one notch, from A to A+, with a stable outlook. Deutsche Bank was also placed on positive watch
by S&P.
According to Spanish media sources, Bankinter, Santander, BBVA and Unicaja could be preparing block sales
of their non-performing loans.

In the IG corporate credit market, spreads followed similar trends to last week, widening in the senior
segment (+5bps), but tightening among hybrids (-14bps), amid tensions and high volatility, as the US debt
ceiling negotiations played out. The interest rate component logically weighed heavily on the asset class, with
the IG corporate market ending the week on a negative performance of -0.97%. The cash market
underperformed, due to heavy primary volumes. Spreads widened across all sectors. The automotive sector,
which saw intense primary market activity (GM, Volkswagen, BMW, Stellantis) was the worst performer
during the week. The reporting season continued, with publications remaining broadly healthy (Bouygues, BT,
Easyjet). Edenred announced the acquisition of Reward Gateway for €1.32bn, including 1bn in debt and
0.3bn in cash. The group’s rating (A-) is nonetheless expected to remain unchanged, given the group’s M&A
outlook, with leverage increasing to only 1.8x. Moody’s upgraded Publicis from Baa2 to Baa1, with a stable
outlook, in recognition of a strong business performance and strong metrics.Moody’s also confirmed Bayer’s
BBB rating, improving outlook form stable to positive. Meanwhile, S&P upgraded Capgemini and Deutsche
Telekom from BBB (positive) to BBB+ (stable) after both groups significantly reduced their leverage. Ryanair
was also upgraded from BBB (positive) to BBB+ (stable), as the group’s air traffic increased more sharply than
its peers. Lastly, Fitch upgraded Sanofi from A+ (positive) to AA- (stable) highlighting the group’s strategic
repositioning through innovation, notably mRNA vaccines, which are expected to boost profitability.
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The primary market was dynamic, mainly early in the week, with almost €13bn issued. Volvo issued a
dual tranche (1.5 and 4 years), raising €1bn. BMW issued a triple tranche (3, 7 and 12 years), raising €2bn.
Eni presented a dual tranche (4 and 10 years), raising €2bn. Ferrovie dello Stato also refinanced its debt,
through a dual green tranche (6 and 10 years), raising €1.1bn. Investor appetite waned, with average
oversubscription rates falling to 2x. Issue premiums increased as a result.
IG euro flows were positive during the week, at +€754m, according to JPM. Short duration funds saw
inflow of €317m, with IG funds recording +€356m and ETFs +€81m.

It was another positive week in the high yield market (+27bps), spreads tightened (-21bps), offsetting
steeper rates (+18bps among German 5-year yields). Spreads narrowed in the more risk-on environment.
The primary market remained active, with Adler Pelzer (B-) successfully refinancing its 2024 debt, through a
120m capital increase and a generous coupon, of 9.75%, on debt maturing in 2028. The bonds were also
issued at a 7.5-point discount, with the debt therefore yielding 12%. Lottomatica (BB-) capitalized on its IPO
to refinance all of its 2025 debt, with €1.1bn of new 2028 maturities, yielding 7.25%, on the fixed-rate debt,
and Euribor + 440bps, on the floating rate tranche. Burger King launched a 50m private tap issue on its
2026 floating rate note, to finance the acquisition of BK La Réunion for 62m.
In the headlines this week, Catalent postponed the publication of its quarterly accounts, for the third time,
and revised its EBITDA guidance $500m lower, but nonetheless reassured investors regarding a potential
recovery over the next few quarters. Fives may open its capital to BPI France, in order to help refinance its
2025 bond. Dufry now owns 87.13% of Autogrill, following its takeover bid. The good news concerning this
deal is that a significant majority of minority shareholders opted for payment in shares, which will
considerably enhance the company’s credit ratios. Lastly, in the ongoing Telecom Italia saga, CDP and
Macquarie withdrew their bids, leaving KKR as the only group in talks to buy the fixed-line network. The
verdict is expected on 9 June, with CDP participating in the KKR offer as another possible scenario.
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Important Information
The information provided is not intended to constitute investment advice and is for information purposes only. Data
used in this paper is used in good faith, but no reliance may be placed on it. All data contained herein is sourced by
Lazard unless otherwise noted.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments and the income from them can
fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount you invested.

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.

Fixed income: Yields from bonds reflect in part the risk rating of the bond issuer. Investment in lower rated bonds
increases the risk of default on repayment and the risk to capital of the portfolio. High yielding assets may carry a
greater risk of capital values falling or have limited prospects of capital growth or recovery. Investment in high yield
securities involves a high degree of risk to both capital and income. Yields from bonds reflect in part the risk rating of
the bond issuer. Investment in lower rated bonds increases the risk of default on repayment and the risk to capital of
the portfolio.

S&P Credit Ratings: This may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from credit ratings
agencies such as Standard & Poor’s. Reproduction and distribution of third party content in any form is prohibited
except with the prior written permission of the related third party. Third party content providers do not guarantee the
accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings, and are not responsible for any
errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such
content. Third party content providers give no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use. Third party content providers shall not be liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs,
expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence)
in connection with any use of their content including ratings. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not
statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the suitability of
securities or the suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.

United Kingdom, Finland, Ireland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden: The information is approved, on behalf of Lazard
Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, by Lazard Asset Management Limited, 50 Stratton Street, London W1J 8LL.
Incorporated in England and Wales, registered number 525667. Lazard Asset Management Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Germany and Austria: Lazard Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH, Neue Mainzer Strasse 75, 60311 Frankfurt am
Main is authorized and regulated in Germany by the BaFin.

Belgium and Luxembourg: This information is provided by the Belgian Branch of Lazard Fund Managers Ireland
Limited, at Blue Tower Louise, Avenue Louise 326, Brussels, 1050 Belgium.

France: This information is provided by Lazard Frères Gestion SAS , 25, rue de Courcelles 75 008 Paris.

Italy: This information is provided by the Italian branch of Lazard Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH. Lazard
Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH Milano Office, Via Dell'Orso 2 - 20121 Milan is authorized and regulated in
Germany by the BaFin.

Netherlands: This information is provided by the Dutch Branch of Lazard Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, which is
registered in the Dutch register held with the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten).

Spain and Portugal: This information is provided by the Spanish Branch of Lazard Fund Managers Ireland Limited, at
Paseo de la Castellana 140, Piso 100, Letra E, 28046 Madrid and registered with the National Securities Market
Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores or CNMV) under registration number 18.

Andorra: For Andorran licensed financial entities only. This information is provided by the Spanish Branch of Lazard
Fund Managers Ireland Limited, at Paseo de la Castellana 140, Piso 100, Letra E, 28046 Madrid and registered with the
National Securities Market Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores or CNMV) under registration
number 18. This information is approved by Lazard Asset Management Limited (LAML). LAML is not regulated or
authorised by or registered in the official registers of the Andorran regulator (AFA).

Switzerland: Lazard Asset Management Schweiz AG, Usteristraße 9, CH-8001 Zurich.

The information provided herein should not be considered a recommendation or solicitation to purchase, retain or sell
any particular security. It should also not be assumed that any investment in these securities was or will be profitable.

Completed on May 22, 2023.
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